Dynamic viscoelastic properties of silica alkoxide during the sol-gel transition.
The viscoelastic properties of silica alkoxide gel during the sol-gel transition (SGT) are analysed using an extended shear relaxation modulus expression with a functional form based on a product of power law and Debye-Maxwell relaxation kernels. The dynamic properties are probed by small-amplitude oscillatory shear measurements in three viscoelastic domains (pre-SGT, SGT, post-SGT). Using analytical expressions for the storage G'(omega) and loss G''(omega) moduli in these three domains, it is shown that the divergence of the mean characteristic relaxation time in the pre-SGT domain can be successfully described by a percolation with bond fluctuation dynamics. It is also shown that the equilibrium shear modulus in the post-SGT domain can be successfully described by a percolation model based on an analogy with an electrical network. The amplitude and the critical exponent of the power law relaxation at the gelation time first introduced by Winter and Chambon are estimated in the pre- and post-SGT domains.